The long term goal of achieving a successful career is accomplished by setting several short term goals that lead you to your chosen career. The purpose of this worksheet is to help you and your school counselor assess your goals from the last two years and set specific graduation goals for your remaining two years. These goals will guide you in achieving your graduation plans and preparing you for your post secondary plans on your journey to success. Put careful thought into your responses below in order to create a plan that will effectively chart your course for success in the next two years.

Name (first, middle, last): _______________________________ Date: ____________

Current Age: ____________

1. The career cluster(s) or career(s) I am considering as a career objective is (are):

2. The classes I am taking this year that will build a strong transcript and foundation for my career plan are:

3. Classes I should consider taking next year to further improve my transcript and foundation for my career plan are:

4. School activities (organizations, sports, clubs, etc) that I will participate in this year to build my resume are:

5. School activities that I plan to participate in next year to continue to build my resume are:

6. Activities outside the classroom (volunteer work, part time job, etc) that I will participate in this year that will build on my career understanding and resume are:

7. Activities that I plan to participate in next year to continue to build on my career understanding are:

8. Based on the requirements of my career plans, I will take the PSAT this year. Yes _____

   Based on the requirements of my career plans, I will take the SAT/ACT this year. Yes _____ No _____

9. Based on my uncertainty of a career direction I plan to take the ASVAB for skills assessment this year. Yes _____ No _____

10. Colleges I intend to investigate (visits, Kuder School Search, College Night, etc.) this year are:

11. Because my post-secondary school plans do not currently include a four year college, I plan to meet with the Career Awareness Specialist to explore local employment and/or training options. Yes _____